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Abstract 
Harizanov, V.S., The possible Turing degree of the nonzero member in a two element degree 
spectrum, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 60 (1993) l-30. 
We construct a recursive model &, a recursive subset R of its domain, and a (nonzero) Turing 
degree x<O’ satisfying the following condition. The nonrecursive images of R under all 
isomorphisms from & to other recursive models are of Turing degree x and cannot be 
recursively enumerable. 
Recursive models have recursive domains and uniformly recursive relations and 
operations. We may assume that all infinite recursive models have domain o, 
where o = (0, 1, 2, . . .}. For an extra recursive relation R on the domain of a 
recursive model &!, the (Turing) degree spectrum is defined to be the set of 
Turing degrees of images of R under all isomorphisms from .& to other recursive 
models [6]. If X is such an image of R, and x is the Turing degree of X, we say 
that x is realized in the degree spectrum via X. The degree spectrum of R on ti is 
denoted by DgSp,(R). 
In [7], we show that there is a two element degree spectrum whose nonzero 
degree is realized via a A$ set, and cannot be realized via a A; set. In this paper, 
we prove that there is a two element degree spectrum whose nonzero degree is 
realized via a A: set, and cannot be realized via an r.e. set. 
Let Y be a family of r.e. sets. An enumeration Y of Y is a function from w onto 
9’. It is (recursively) reducible to an enumeration p of 9, in symbols Y s p 
(v %C p), if there is a (recursive) function f : co-+ co such that Y = pfi Two 
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enumerations of Y are (recursively) equivalent if they are (recursively) reducible 
to each other. Clearly, in the case of l-l enumerations, recursive reducibility 
implies recursive equivalence. An enumeration Y is a recursive enumeration if 
there is a uniformly recursive sequence {v’(n)}.,,, such that for every 
It, v(n) = u {Y’(n): t E o}. A family of r.e. sets is recursive if it has a recursive 
enumeration. Let cp& VT, 4722, . . . be an effective enumeration of all partially 
recursive binary functions. For n E o, define y,(n) = U {y:(n): c 3 0}, where 
r:(n) = q:(n, t). Thus, YO, ~1, ~2, . . . is an effective enumeration of all recursive 
enumerations of the recursive families of r.e. sets. 
The Turing degrees are denoted by lowercase boldface letters; 0 is the Turing 
degree of 0 and 0’ is the Turing degree of 0’. For a partial function f, dam(f) is 
the domain off and f(x)L (f(x)?) denotes that x E dam(f) (x I$ dam(f)). Lim inf 
is denoted by lim. If < is a total ordering on a set U and a E U, then u-initial 
(u-final) segment of U is {x E U: x c a} ({x E U: x 3 a}). We denote the lexi- 
cographic ordering of pairs of natural numbers by clex. Both (- , 0) and [. , -1 are 
used to denote an ordered pair. Let {W,},_ be a standard enumeration of all r.e. 
sets. Fix a recursive bijection (., .) : co”--, co, as well as a recursive bijection 
(* *):cL?+cr). , *3 
Theorem 1. There is a recursive model ti and a recursive relation R on its domain 
such that DgSp,(R) = (0, x}, where x s 0’ and x cannot be realized in the degree 
spectrum via an r.e. set. 
The result follows (see Appendix) from the following theorem which is based 
on a simplified and modified version of the construction Goncharov used in [3]. 
Constructions of this type are of independent interest in recursive model theory. 
The original construction of Goncharov is very complicated and has not been 
used so far in the non-Soviet mathematical literature. We believe that this 
simplification will make the construction easier to understand and apply. 
Theorem 2. There is a recursive family Y of r.e. sets and a recursive set D, such 
that Y has, up to recursive equivalence, exactly two recursive l-l enumerations, Y 
and p, and the set Ysf{m E o: (3n E D)[v(n) = p(m)]} is a Ai set which is 
non-r.e. 
Proof. At every stage t of the construction (which is recursive), we define 
# : w + P(w) and $ : o +- 9(o), such that Y’ and y’ are l-l and rng(#) = 
rng(p’). For t E o, let g’ : w+ o be a unique l-l function such that Y’ = p’g’. For 
x E o, define p’(x) = Y”(X) = {2x}. W e will have for a E {Y, p}, (Vt)(Vx)[cw’(x) 
is finite A (Y’(X) s (Y”‘(X) A (Zlc)[c E a’(x) A (Vy #x) c $ cur(y)]]. Set Y(x) = 
l.J{v’(x): t>O0) and p(x)=lJ {p*(x): ta0) for x E o. Let sP= {v(x):x EW). Y 
is a recursive family of r.e. sets, and Y = {p(x): x E o}. Let x, y E o. If x #y and 
Y(X) and v(y) are finite, then (3t)[Y(x) = Y’(X) A Y’(Y) = V(Y)], so Y(X) $ Y(Y). 
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Thus, in order to make sure that Y is l-l, we will have: [(x #y A (Y(X) and Y(Y) 
are infinite)) + v(x) $ Y(Y)]. Clearly, Y and p will be equivalent since they will be 
l-l enumerations of 9’. We will arrange that Y not be recursive and that every 
recursive l-l enumeration of Y be recursively equivalent to Y or p. Hence Y and 
,U will not be recursively equivalent. The construction will meet the following 
requirements: 
P,: Yf w,, 
Nj: (yj is not l-l) v (rj does not enumerate 9) v (Y=+~= yi) v (p srec yi), 
where n, j E w. 
Motivation 
The strategy for satisfying a single P, requirement consists of choosing elements 
d,, and pa, ensuring that d,, E D, p,, 4 D, defining Y’ and p” as before, and waiting 
for a stage f such that d, E W,,,. If such a stage does not exist, no action is needed. 
In that case, we have v(d,) = p(d,) because no new elements are enumerated in 
@(d,) or y’(d,) after stage 0. Thus, d,, E Y and P, is automatically satisfied since 
d, $ W,. If d,, E W,, then we want to ensure that v(p,) = p(d,J, hence d,, 4 Y. In 
that case, let t be the least stage such that d, E W,,,. We enumerate some new 
elements in v’+l(d,J and Cl(p,), maintaining already described properties of 
{Y?I,, and MrEw. That is, we define 
y’+l(&) = I”’ = vf(4) U Q,) U {ao>, 
~‘+l(p,) = pf+l(&) = y’(p,> u y’(drz) u {a,>, 
where a,, < a, are the least ‘new’ numbers. 
After stage t + 1, we do not allow other numbers to be enumerated in vtf’(dn), 
v’+‘(p,J, ,u’+‘(d,) and p”‘(pn). In the entire construction, in order to simul- 
taneously handle different requirements and allow higher priority requirements to 
injure P,,, we can define for each n E w, dn,k and p,,k for finitely many k E w. For 
some ko, dn,ko and pn,ko will witness that P,, is satisfied. 
The strategy for satisfying a single Nj requirement is the following. If there are 
6 x, yl, ~2 e w and a E {y, PFL) such that a’(x) 5 Ye, a’(x) c yj(y2), and y1 fy,, 
then we do not allow the enumeration of new numbers in cur(x) after t. If yj 
enumerates 9’, then a(z) = Yj(yl) f or some z, hence, since (u(x) is finite and 
a(x) G a(z), there is to such that CK~‘(X) c I#(z). It follows that x = z, hence 
(Y(X) = a(z) = yj(yl). Similarly, (u(x) = yj(y2), SO Yj is not l-l. Hence Nj is 
satisfied. At stage t + 1, we put a marker Zj on the quadruple (mu, X, y,, y2), 
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indicating that the quadruple witnesses that ‘/I is not l-l. In order to satisfy Nj 
when yj is a l-l enumeration of 9, we have at each stage t of the construction, 
finite l-l functions fy’ and fy,‘. For some (Y E {Y, cl}, the limit function 
f? = lim,f,F,’ can be extended to a recursive function h such that a = yjh. At each 
stage, a marker Z,, where either (Y = Y or (Y = cl, is associated with Nj indicating 
that the strategy at that stage is to obtain the reducibility of (Y to yj. In the case of 
a single Nj requirement, f,? is defined in the following way. Given x E o, wait for 
a stage t (if it exists, otherwise f,?(x) will be undefined) at which Z, is on Nj, and 
for some unique y st, d(x) G y,!(y). Define f:(x) =y and do not allow 
enumeration of new elements in at(x) after t. Thus, (u(x) = (Y’(X), so (w(x) c 
y,(y). By the same argument as at the beginning of the paragraph, a(x) = 
Yj(Y) = Yj(fi”(x)). 
Now, we want to simultaneously satisfy the requirements P,, and Nj. Suppose 
that Yj is a l-l enumeration of 3’. Assume that at a stage 21, a marker Z, is 
replaced on Ni, A 4 W,,, f,?“(4J~, f~Yp,)~, au(h) E I/iv(fF”(4)) and 
a”(~,) s yy(f,FPv(p,J). If d, is enumerated in W,,, at some later stage t, then, in 
order to satisfy P,, in the previously described way, we enumerate some new 
elements in aI+’ and ay’+l (p,). This enumeration may destroy one or both of 
the above inclusions. In that case, f?“’ (which on d, and p,, has the same value 
as f,?,“) will no longer be a candidate for a function which reduces a to Yi. We 
overcome this problem in the following way. If n sj, then P, is of higher priority 
than Nj, and we do not define f,?“(d,) and f,F”‘(p,,), t’ E co. Thus, we obtain in 
the limit a partially recursive function which can still be extended to a recursive 
reduction function. 
If n 2 j, then we also choose numbers lj, Sj and ri such that d,, p,,, li, Sj and rj are 
pairwise distinct. Intuitively, d, and pn are associated with satisfying P,, lj and Sj 
are associated with Nj when the current Z, marker is being changed, and Sj and 5 
are associated with Ni when the current Z, marker is being changed. The 
principal idea is to ‘control’ the numbers at which once obtained reducibility is 
later destroyed. Thus, we perform the construction in such a way that if the 
reducibility is destroyed at a point where it cannot be easily reestablished, then it 
must also be destroyed at Sj. Let L = {lj, Sj, 5, d,, pn}. NOW assume that t is the 
least stage such that d, E W,,,, Z, is on Nj at t, f?’ is defined on L, and 
(Vm E L)[a’(m) s Y;(f~‘(~))l, where (Vm E L)[v’(m) = p’(m)]. Consider the 
following ordering on L: lj < sj < 5 < d, < p,, if (Y = Y, and d, < p,, < lj < Sj 4 r; if 
a = p. In either case, let L = {m,, < m, < . . . < m4} and msd&f m,. A new number 
at certain stage means a number not used in the construction before that stage as 
an element of an L-set, an element of the domain of an f-function, a number in a 
quadruple with a Z-marker, nor as an element enumerated in a v-set. Define Y’+’ 
and $+I on L by: 
Y’+‘(I)z,) = $+l(m e+1) = v’(%J u v%.+J u 141 
(= P’(%) u Pf(%?+l) u {%J), 
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where e~{0,...,4} and a,,<.* * < a4 are the least new numbers. Notice that 
v’+‘(&) = $+‘(P& rng(#+‘) = rng(pr+‘), and (Vm E L)[v’(m) E PI(m) A 
/2(m) E ,~“‘(m)]. W e d o not change Y and p on the complement of L at t + 1. 
First assume that (Y = Y and consider the following cases. 
Case (i). (Ve E (0, . . . ,4))[++kJ c rj(f~‘h>)l. 
Action. Wait for the least stage Y > t + 1 such that for every e E (0, . . . , 4}, 
v”(mJ = #+‘(m,) E yJ’(f,?‘s’(m,)) = yj’(f,F”(mJ). Do not change anything. 
Case (ii). (3e E (0, . . . 9 W[~‘+lh) $ riW’b4>1- 
Action. Let m, satisfy the matrix of this formula. We stop enumerating 
elements of y’+‘( m , m E L, into other sets. Thus, by the enumeration at ) 
t + 1, (Vx)[v’(mJ c Y(X) +sx = m, v x = me_,], where m_, efm4, since (3c)[c E 
#(me) A (Vy f m,)(c 4 Y’(Y))]. Also, v’(me) E F1(me), v’(m,) c v’+l(me_l). 
Thus, (Vx)[vt(mp) c Y(X)~X = m, v x = mJ. Let b be such that yj(f,?‘S’(m,)) = 
y(b). It follows that b #me since, by assumption, vfcl(m,) $ v(b). However, 
#(me) E v(b), so b = me_,. 
Thus, v(m,-l) = yi(fp’(m,)), hence Y’+’ (me_,) G yi(fy’(me)). It follows that 
vc+l(me_l) $ yj(fT’(me-l)), because, otherwise, v’+l(m,_I) G y/(fT’(m,)), 
v’+l(me-J c y,!(fjTm,-I)), and f,Y(m,) =fj’(m,) #f~(m,_l) =f,?‘(m,_,). Hence 
Zj would be placed on (Y, m,_l, f,?‘(m,), f~‘(m,_l)), contradicting the assump- 
tion that yj is l-1. 
Therefore, for every e E (0, . . . , 4}, vfcl(m,) $ yj(fy’(m,)), and hence 
v’+‘(m,_I) G yj(fT’(m,)). In particular, v’+l(lj) G yi(fT’(Sj)). Let t_~ be the least 
stage >t + 1 such that P1(lj) c yi”-‘(fi”“(Sj)). At U, we remove 2, and place Z, 
on Nj. Let f~~“(Sj)‘fff~‘(Sj), h ence /A”(Sj) = ~“l(Sj) = Y’+‘(Ij) 5 Y,“(f~“(Sj)) = 
y,?(fj‘v”(s,)), SO p”(si) E yJ’(fyS”(Sj))e For every x #Sj, we set f;*“(x) to be 
undefined, and wait for a stage ZJ’ > u such that for some y 6 u’, ,M~‘(x) G y;‘(y). 
Similarly, for x = p we obtain p’+‘(d,) G yj(fj‘p’(q)). Let u be the least stage 
>t + 1 such that p’+‘(dj) G y~-‘(f~~‘(~j)). At 
f/?,J’(q) %rf~J(Ti), 
u, Z, is replaced by Z,, on Ni. Let 
and let fJ’9”(x) be undefined for every x # 5. Thus, ~~(5) = 
Y’+‘(q) = $+‘(d,) G y;(fr”(rj)) = yi”(fi”*“(q)), so vu(q) G y,“(fi’J(q)). 
Now, we want to simultaneously satisfy the requirements P,,, Nj,, and Nj, where 
jO <j < ~1. Let yjO and yj be l-l enumerations of 9. Assume that Z, is on both N,, 
and Nj. Let L = {lj, <sj,, < rj(, < 1, < si < 5 (d,, <p,,}. The requirement NjO is of 
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higher priority than Nj, and, in order to simultaneously handle both require- 
ments, we have f~“(wj,)~ for t’ E o and w E (1, s, r}. Let t be the least stage such 
that d, E w,,,, (Vm E L)[v’(m) G &(f~‘(m))] and (Vm E (L - {ljo, slot rj,})) 
[v’(m) G y~(f~‘(m))], where (Vm E L)[v’(m) = $(m)]. As before, in order to 
satisfy P,, some new elements are enumerated in v’+r(m) for m E L. Assume that 
this enumeration destroys both the reducibility of Y to yj, and the reducibility of Y 
to yj. First, a similar action is taken for Nj, at some stage u0 > t + 1 as in Case (ii) 
for Nj at v. Define L”” = {lj < sj < 5 < d, 4p,} = {mO -C - * . i m4}. Now, consider 
the following cases for Nj. 
Case (A). [V’+‘(lj) $ Yj(fj’p’(lj))] A (Ve E (1, . . . 9 4))[v’+‘(m,) C_ Y#“‘(me))l- 
Action. Because yj enumerates .!Y’, wait for the least stage v > v. such that 
v’+‘(lj) G y;(y) for some y s u. Define fTvU+‘(lj) = y, and do not change anything 
else. Note that this case is needed because fT2’ is not defined on ljO, SjO and rj,,. 
Case (B). (3e E (1, . . . 741)[~‘+1(mJ $ Yj(fi”“(%>)l. 
Action. If e is the least number in (1, . . . ,4} such that Fl(m,) $ yj(frs’(m,)), 
then, as before, we can prove that v’cl(me_I) G yj(fy’(me)) and 
v’+‘(m,_I) C$ yj(fj’~‘(m,_I)). By the minimality of e, it follows that m, = Sit hence 
Y’+‘(lj) ~ Yj(f~“(Sj))* W e wait for the least stage v > u. such that Y’+‘(lj) G 
y~-‘(f~‘(sj)). At v we replace 2, by Z, on Nj, and define frP”(Sj) =fr”(Sj). 
Now, assume that together with P,, and Nj we also want to satisfy a requirement 
P,,., where j <it <n’. Assume, for example, that Z, is originally placed on Nj. 
Assume, also, that at a later stage to + 1, after the enumeration described in the 
case of P,, and Nj alone, the reducibility of Y to Yj is destroyed and, as in Case (ii), 
Z, is replaced by Z, at ucl > to + 1. We redefine lj, Sj and rj at u. by setting ly = a, 
sy” = b and r-j’” = lj, where a < b are the least new numbers. Assume that at some 
stage t > vo, d,. E W,,,, and (Vm E L,.)[p’(g’(m)) c y;(fj‘*‘(g’(m)))], where L,, = 
{d,~<pn~<l~<sj’O<r~D} = {mo<mI<- . . < m4}. We enumerate new elements 
in p.L”‘(g’(m)) for m E L,., as follows: 
vt+l(me)~f p”‘(g’(m,+I)) sf #(me) U v’(m,+I) U {a,} 
( = cLWh)) U kWh+d) U @A 
where e=O,. . . , 4, msdsfmo and uo<. - - <a, are the least new numbers. The 
third equality follows from the second, because for every m, v’(m) = ,u’(g’(m)). 
Further, it follows that g’+‘(mJ = gf(m,+l), hence 
y’+‘(gr+‘(m,)) = yf(gf+i(me-J U $(g’+Ym,)) U {a,>, 
where m_, sf m4. Notice that wj+l = wy0, for w E {I, s, r}. If the reducibility of ~1 
to yj is destroyed by this enumeration, then we consider the following cases. 
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Case 1. [$+‘(g’+‘(rj)) $ y,(f;~‘(g”‘(r;)))J 
A (Ve E (0, . . . 9 3~)[PL'+1(~f+1(me))E Yj(f,f"(g"'(~e)))]* 
Action. Wait for the least stage t, > t + 1 such that for some y s t,, 
$+l(g’+l(rj)) E y?(y). Define fyVrl+‘(gt+l(rf)) = y, and leave the rest unchanged. 
Case 2. (3e E (0, . . . ) 3~)[Pc+1k’+1(me)) $ Yj(f~“k”l(me>))l~ 
Action. If e is the greatest number in (0, . . . , 3) satisfying the matrix of the 
formula, then we can show, using similar reasoning as before, that m, = sfC1. 
Also, it follows that ~f+l(g’+l(mc+l)) E rj(ffB’(g”‘(m,))). At the least stage 
tl > t + 1 such that $+‘(g’+‘(rj+‘)) c ~~l-‘(fj”~‘(g”‘(sft’))), we replace 2, by 2, 
on Nj. Set fj”~“(~~!“) =f~~‘(g”‘(sf+‘)), and let f,?” be undefined elsewhere. Define 
19 = a s!’ = r!+l I >I and rjl = b, where a < b are the least new numbers. Thus, 
#&+I) = p”(g”(r,+‘)) = p’+‘(g’+‘(r;+‘)) & yj(fw(g”‘(~f”))) 
= yj(f,y(r;+l)), 
hence Y”($‘) E yj(fy”(sf’)). A n important conclusion is that fjY.“($) =fTfo(~j), 
since 
Now, assume that we want to satisfy Nj together with infinitely many 
P-requirements. Also, assume that a marker Z, on Nj changes infinitely often. 
That is, there are infinitely many stages tl < t2 < t, -=c. * at which Z, is replaced 
by Z, on Nj. In the same way as in Case 2, we can conclude that for some c E w, 
fi”“(sf’) =fG(sfz) = . . . =fjy+) = . . . = c. Hence, y,(c) is an infinite set, since 
for every k E 0, 
The goal of the construction will be to ensure that yj(c) 4 9’. Assume otherwise, 
that is, ri(c) = Y(X) for some x E o. The construction will guarantee that there is 
Nj,, with a permanent Z, ((Y E {Y, p}) marker after a certain stage, such that there 
exists sic, = l&, s;,, and x = Sjo. Thus, i #io and Y(Sjo) = vi(c) 2 #‘(ST) for every 
k E w. However, this will not be possible by construction. 
Construction 
Let n E co. For k E w, the kth attempt to satisfy P,, is denoted by P,,_ and has 
the corresponding d,,k and P,,~. As long as one of these attempts is successful, P,, 
is satisfied. Once satisfied, P, will never be injured. The marker Z, is placed on 
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Pn,k as soon as Pn,k is satisfied, and is never removed. The construction will 
ensure that, after working on only finitely many Pn,k, P,, will be satisfied. Hence, 
for Only finitely many k, the pair (dn,k, p,,k ) is defined during the construction. 
One of these pairs witnesses that Y f W,. Now, let j E w. For every i E o, the ith 
attempt to satisfy Nj is denoted by Nj,i, and has at stage t the corresponding 
reduction functions f_$, f!;’ and distinguished numbers &, s;,~ and &. It will 
follow from the construction that if Yj is a l-l enumeration of 9, then the domain 
of lJ {f$ t c o} is infinite for some (Y E {Y, p}. 
Fix n, k E co. At every stage t, we define a set IL,, of pairs [j, i] of indices of 
numbers li!,ip Sf,i and r,!,i, where j < n. Assume that Z, is on Nj,i at t. The 
corresponding set L$,n,k consists of dn,k, pn,k and for all [j, i] in If,,k, of & s:,~ and 
$‘,P Pn,k is allowed to injure such Nj,i at t + 1 on L:,,& although, because j <n, it 
may seem that Nj,i is of higher priority than Pn,k. That means, if x E L:,,&, then, 
in order to satisfy P,&, new elements may be enumerated in #+‘(x). This 
enumeration can spoil the reduction of vf to yj, achieved at stage t via f:‘. This 
injury may happen only under certain conditions. We call Ii,, an injury set. At 
stage t, each pair [j, i] can belong to at most one injury set, and no injury set 
contains two different pairs with the same first coordinate. It will follow from the 
construction that there eXiStS z,,kdzflim, zL,k, and that the set lJ {In&: k E o} is 
finite. 
Throughout the construction, the variables CX, /3 denote elements from {Y, p}, 
and w stands for an element from {I, s, I}. 
Definition 1. For n, k, t E co, let 
zi,k = {[h io]9 . . . , be? &I: j0 < . ’ ’ <je) 
U {[j& ii], . . . , [j& i;]: ji > - - * >jA} 
for some e, q 3 -1. Here, Z, is on Nj,i at t for [j, i] E {[jot iO], . . . , [je, i,]}, and 
Z, is on Nj,i at t for [j, i] E {[ii, ib], . . . , [j& ih]}, and e = - 1 (q = - 1) means that 
the first (second) set of the union is empty. It follows from the construction that 
jet ii < n. 
(i) Assume that dn,k and pn,k are defined at t. L&,& is an ordered set defined 
as follows: 
Lt,n,k = {lio,io <S~“,ia<r:o,io<l:.,,i,<. **<dn,k<Pn,kX .‘.irf;,ii<l~b,i;,<SBis<T:;;,i;}, 
Lf,n,k = {S’(&iJ < ~‘(&iJ < g’(&,i,) < ~‘(~,f,,i,) 4
. . * -C gYdn,k) -C db,k) < . ' . 4 g’(r,!;,i;) < g’($,iJ ( &Tr(sj&i6) < g’G&J~. 
If at some stage 0 + 1, new elements are enumerated in au(x), then x E 
u {L&k: n, k E W>. 
(ii) oz;.‘d2f w - [U t&k, pn,k: (&,k and p,,k are defined at t) A II S j A k E w} 
U IJ {ly,ir, s;,~,, rF,i.: [j’, i’] -Clex [j, i] h u St}]. 
0;;’ is defined similarly. For CY E {Y, CL}, Di9;.sf n (Di4;:‘: t E o}. 
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(iii) We say that at stage t, Ni,i with a marker Z, is satisfied on X E o if for 
every x E (X n OF;‘), f,?;‘(x)i and cur(x) s ~$(f$(x)). At stage t, a final segment Z 
of I:,, is active if for every [j, i] E I, Ni,i with a marker Z, is satisfied on L&k. 
Definition 2. Let t be a stage. 
(i) Njo,io is of higher priority than Nj,i at t if [jO, i,] Clex [j, i]. 
(ii) Pno,ko (Z&k,,) is of higher priority than Pn,k (Zi,J at t if (no, k,) clex (n, k), 
or the marker Z, is on P,+(, at t and not on P,+ 
(iii) Nj,i is of higher priority than Pn,k at t if j <n, Nj,i is uncancelled at t, and 
(V[j’, i’] E ZL,,)[j #j’ v i < i’]. 
Definition 3. Let t be a stage. 
(i) P,,k injectively injures Nj at t if there is a quadruple ( LY, x, y,, y2), yl , y, E w, 
marked at t with Z, and such that x E L&k. 
It will follow from the construction that if Pn,k injectively injures Nj at t, then 
L&k = {dn,k, P~,/J. 
(ii) P,,k reducibly injures Nj,i at t if dom(f,$) n Lfo,n,k # 0, where Z, is on Nj,i 
at t. 
Definition 4. Let t be a stage. 
(i) To initialize <n,k at t means to set dn,k = a and P,,~ = b, where a and b are 
the least new numbers such that b > a > t. 
(ii) To initialize Nj,i at t + 1 means: 
Consider every i’ > i. If Nj,i, is uncancelled at t, and ~f,~- is defined, cancel Nj,i,. 
If there are n, k E o such that [j, i’] E Zf,k and Z, is not on P,+ at t, subtract 
[j, i’] from Zl,,k. 
Choose the least iO > i such that Sj,iO is not defined, and Nj,io is uncancelled at t. 
Set li,:01 = a, si,TO’ = b, ri,:,,’ = c, where a < b <c are the least new numbers. 
Stage 0. Define y”(n) = p”(n) = (2n) for n E w. Hence (Vn)[g”(n) = n]. For 
every n, k E w, set & = 0, and let dnFk and p,,k be undefined at stage 0. For 
every j, i E CO, place Z, on Nj,i, let f,:‘” and f$” be everywhere undefined, and set 
pi9, = 0. (pf,i is a number in {0, 1,2} related to the values of & s;,~ and &.) 
Stage t + l= 4u + 1. Let n s t be such that Pn,O is initialized, and for 
kOef max{k: dn,k is defined by t}, d,,,,, E W,,, and no P,,k (for k C k,) has Z,. If 
no such n exists, go to the next stage. Otherwise, choose the least such n. It will 
follow from the construction that dn,k and p+ are defined at t for every k 6 kO. In 
the following list of cases, consider the first one which holds. 
Case 1 (Taking some dn,k out of Y). 
There is k s k, such that at stage t: 
& is active, 
Pn,k does not injectively injure any Nj for j < n, and 
Pn,k does not reducibly injure any higher priority Nj,i. 
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Action. Choose the least such k. Let L:,n,k = {m,< ml <. - . i m,}, and 
def 
mq+l = m0. For e E (0, . . . , q}, let: 
v’+l(m,)ef ~““‘(g’(m,+l))~f v’(m,) U v’(m,+l) U {a,} 
( = hf(mJ) U dd(me+d) U 64h 
where a,<*.* < a4 are the least new numbers. Thus, gf+‘(m,) = g’(m,+J. Put 
2, on Pnk 
Case 2 (An attempt to add a pair to some IL,,). 
There are k G k. and j, i E o such that at stage t, Nj,i is of higher priority than 
P n,k, and Pn,k does not injectively injure any Nip for j’ <n, and Pn,k reducibly 
injures Nj,i. (Notice that j < n and [j, i] $ IL,,.) For the least such k, the greatest 
corresponding j, and the least i for j, the [j + 1, O]-final segment of Zl,,, is active at 
t. Consider two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. (a) Ii,,= (0 * * ~,~~[j~_,, ie_-l]<lex[je, ie]<lex. . -}, where je_r6 
j < je. (Notice that je-i <j < je or (j+i = j A i < ie_l).) 
(b) I:,, = {. * . clex [j,, i,]}, where j 2 je. 
Action. It follows from the construction that at every stage, a pair can belong 
to at most one injury set. If [j, i] belongs at t to an injury set of higher priority 
than In,k, then define: 
Z r+l _ {[jet 61 <kx. --1 if (a), n,k - 
I 0 if (b). 
Otherwise, define: 
I (+i _ I 
Uj, il <kx Lie9 Ll<kx. * .> if (4, 
n,k - {[i, iI1 if (b). 
If at stage t, [j, i] belongs to an injury set of lower priority than I,+, then subtract 
from that injury set its [j, i]-initial segment. 
Subcase 2.2. Ii,, = {[jo, io] Clex. . a}, where j < jo, or Zi,, = 0. 
In addition, at stage t, [j, i] does not belong to any injury set of higher priority 
than rl,,,. 
of4zce;. p~i~~ftey Zj:i,= !U. il> U C,k. If at stage t, [j, i] belongs to an injury set 
n,k, then subtract from that injury set its [j, i]-initial 
segment. In addition, if k = k. initialize Pn&,,+r. 
Case 3. Case 1 and Case 2 do not hold. 
Action. Initialize P+,+r. (Notice that Z’,,,, = 0.) 
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Stage t + 1 = 4u + 2. Let u = (j, 0). Assume that at stage t, Zj does not mark 
any quadruple. In the following list of (sub)cases, consider the first one which 
holds. If none of them applies, go to the next stage. 
Case 1 (rj is not l-l). 
There are X, yl, y2 G t and & E {Y, Jo} such that a’(x) s $(yJ, a’(x) E yj(yJ, 
y, fyz and (Vn ~j)(Vk)[d,,,, pn,k are defined at t 3x # dn,k A x #p,,k] A (VjO < 
j)(VW 4 {lj,>,ij sjo,i9 &ill. 
Action. Put Zj on (a; X, y,, y2). For every i, cancel Nj,i. 
If for some j’, i, n, k, we have that x E {lj,,i, ~f,,~, ri,,i} (hence j’ 2 j), and 
[j’, i] E IL,,, then subtract the [j’, i]-initial segment from Ii,,. If x = dn,k or 
x =pn,k for some rz, k (hence rz > j), then define 1::; = 0. 
It follows from Case 1 of 4~4 + 1 and Case 1 of 4~ + 2, that if Zj is placed at t on 
a certain (a, x, y,, y2), then (w(x) = a’(x). 
Case 2. There are n, k, i S t such that Z, is on P,,k at t, and [j, i] is the pair 
with the least left coordinate in IL,,. Choose the least such i. Let Z, be on Nj,i at 
t, and let Lt,n,k = {mO i m, < . . . X m,}. 
Subcase 2.1 (Keep the current Z, marker). If a = Y, then 
(Ve E (1, . . . ~4~)[eLJ 5 r:v;;h>)l 
A PY G t)[[Y #_f~fCzj,i) * Y 4 ran(f,3?1 A y’(lj’,i> 5 YJ(Y)l. 
If (Y = p, then 
(Ve E (0,. . . 9 9 - l>>Wh) c r:u-;;‘hJI 
A (3Y 6 t>[[Y ff~fk’(rJ,i)I 3 Y 4 ran(f$‘>l A P’(S’(rj,i>) E Ye]. 
Action. Subtract [j, i] from &. If pf,i E (0, l}, then 
p,‘,i = 2, then p,!,:’ gf 1. Let a < b be the least new numbers. 
pi,:’ %fpj,i + 1; and if 
Assume that cy = Y. 
Define f~;“‘(l:,i) =y. If pf,, E (0, 2}, define 
Ii,:’ = a, sj:’ = ~f,~ and r,!f’ = b. 
If pi,, = 1, define 
I,,:’ = a, sf,:’ = s;,~ and ri,:’ = Ii’,? 
Now assume that a, = p. 
Define f:;‘+‘(g’(rj,i)) = y. If pf,i E (0, 2}, define 
I,!,:’ = a, sj,:’ = b and (7’ = &. 
If pj’,, = 1, define 
I:,:’ = a, sj,:’ = r,!,i and r-j,:’ = &. 
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S&use 2.2 (Change of the current 2, marker). Let LY = Y, and vf(mO) G 
~$(fz:(m,)). That is, v’(&) G y~(fj’Q~,J). 
Action. Subtract [j, i] from Zi,,. Replace Z, by Z, on Nj,i, and define pff’ = 0. 
Set f~;‘+‘(g’([,,j)) =f,?‘;‘(~f,~), and let f$‘+’ be undefined at other points. (Thus, 
P’k’(l,!,i)) = y’(ff,i) C Y,!U,T;‘(sj,i)> = r,!(f~;“‘(g’(l,!,i))).) 
Define 
ij!f’ = a, sf,:’ = b and r-j,:’ = lj,j, 
where a < b are the least new numbers. 
Therefore, /~‘+*(g’+l(rj,T’)) c n(f~;“‘(g”‘(r,!f’))). 
Subcase 2.3 (Change of the current Z,, marker). Let a = ~1 and $(m,) G 
$(fK;‘(m,-1)). That is, P’(g’(Tif,i)) E Y,!(ff;‘(g’(sf,i))). 
Action. Subtract [j, i] from ZL,k. Replace Z, by Z, on Nj,j, and define pf:l= 0. 
Set fz:+‘(rj!, j) = f!;‘(g’(sf, j)), and let fl;“i be undefined at other points. (Thus, 
y’(r,!,i) = P’(g’(r,!,i>) 5 Y,!(f~;‘(g’(sf,i))) = Y,‘(f~;“‘(r~,i).) 
Define 
Ii,:’ = a, s,!:’ = r,!,i and r-j,:’ = b, 
where a < b are the least new numbers. 
Therefore, Y’+’ (sff’) s ~j(f~;“‘(S~f’))e 
Sfuge t + 1 = 4u + 3 (Extending the corresponding f$ function). 
Let u = (j, *). Choose the least i c t and then the least x < t for that i (if they 
exist; otherwise, go to the next stage) such that the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(1) Nj,j is uncancelled at t, S5,j is defined, and x $ dom(f,y;‘), where Z, is on Nj,i 
at t. 
(2) x E 0;;’ and CX’(X) G r,!(y) for some (unique by Case 1 of 4u + 2) y G t such 
that y 4 ran(f,?;‘). 
(3) (Vn, k)[[j, i] E Zi,k h x > n + (Z, is not on Pn,k at t) AX E lJ {Lfn,n,,k,: 
(II’, k’) Qlex (n, k)Il. 
(4) (VK k)[x e L&A+ (U -CL&.k~: h’, k’) -G_~ h k)} n 03’) c dom(.fft)]. 
(5) For every i’ <i: [Nj,j, is uncancelled at t + (3n, k)[j, i’] E Zk,J and [([j, i’] 
is the pair with the least left coordinate in Ii,,) A (Z, is on Nj,i. at t)] j (Nj,i. is 
satisfied on Lk,n,k at t). 
Action. Let y be as in (2). Define fr;“’ = f;;’ U {(x, y)}. Initialize Nj,j. We say 
that [j, i] acts at t + 1. 
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Stage t + 1 = 4u + 4. Define I$’ = a, s$’ = 6, I$’ = c, where a < b < c are the 
least new numbers. (We can also say, initialize N,,_,.) Initialize P,,,. 
End of the construction. 
For n, k E w, define Z,,, = lim, Zk,, and LLu,n,k = lim, Lt,n,k if the corresponding 
limits exist. For j, i E w, define fFi = lim, ff;’ if the limit exists. 
Lemmal. Letn,k,j,iEmandcwE{Y,p}. 
(i) Assume that for every n’ <n, P,,r,kf is initialized for only finitely many k’, 
and for every (n’, k’) ~,~~(rz, k), there exists Z,.,,.. Zf [j, i] E I,+ then 
(U {dom(f$): t 2 0)) is finite. 
(ii) Let Z, be put on P,+ The limit I,,, exists, and if [j, i] E Z,, k, then 
(IJ {dom(f,Y;;?: t 2 0)) is finite. 
Proof. (i) Let to be a stage such that for every (n’, k’) c,,, (n, k), the limit InP,k, 
is reached by to; and for every n’ s n, if Z, is placed on P,,S,k, for some k’, then it 
is placed by to. Let Z, be on N,,i at t,, hence at every t 2 to. For every 
(n’, k’) ~,~~(rz, k), there is limit La,n,,k, and is reached by to. Namely, if some 
w:,,~, or g’(wJ,,,,) in L&,n,k changes at t + 12 to, then t + 1 is of the form 4~ + 2, 
and [j’, i’] is subtracted from IL:;. Clearly, the set (lJ {Lor,n,,k,: (n’, k’)S,,, 
(n, k)}) is finite. Since [j, i] E I,,_ (3) of 4u + 3 does not hold after to for any 
x > it such that x $ U {Lor,n,,k,: (n’, k’) s,,, (n, k)}. Case 2 of 4u + 2 does not 
apply to Ni,i at t 3 to because [j, i] E Z& Thus (lJ {dom(f,y;‘): t 2 0)) is finite. 
(ii) Let Z, be placed on P,,k at some stage U. By Case 2 of 4u + 1, no pair can 
be added to I’,,k at t > v. Thus, I,,k exists and is reached by some stage to. If 
[j, i] E Z,,k, then aft er to, Case 2 of 4~ + 2 does not apply to Nj,i, and (3) of 4u + 3 
does not hold for x > n. Hence, (lJ {dom(f,Y;;‘): t > 0)) is finite. 0 
Lemma 2. For every j E o, there are only finitely many i such that 
(3n, k)[Z+ is put on P,,k A [j, i] E Z,,,]. 
Proof. Assume that j is the least number for which the statement fails. Thus, 
[j, i’] acts for infinitely many i’. Let i be the least number such that for some 
n, k E o, Z, is put on P,,k, and [j, i] is the pair with the least left coordinate in 
Z + Choose a stage to such that Z, is on P,,k at to, and the limit Z,,, is reached by 
to. Clearly, a permanent marker Z, is on Nj,i at t 2 to, and the limit LL1,n,k is 
reached by to. There is a stage tl > to such that Nj,i is satisfied on Lor,n,k at tl (and 
hence at t 2 tJ. Otherwise, (5) of 4u + 3 does not hold after to for any [j, i’] such 
that i’ > i, contradicting the fact that [j, i’] acts for infinitely many i’. Also, Z, is 
never put on a quadruple, because if that happens at some stage t, then for every 
i’ E w, Nj,i, is cancelled at t, and [j, i’] cannot be put after t in any Z-set. Hence, 
[j, i] is subtracted from Z,,, at some t 2 t, by the action of Subcase 2.1 of 4~ + 2, 
contradicting the choice of to. I7 
For j E w, define q = {i: (IIt,,, n, k)(Vt 2 t,J[[j, i] E Z’,,,]}. 
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Lemma 3. Let j E 0. 
(i) Assume that pairs of the form [j, -1 act infinitely often, while for every 
i, [j, i] acts only finitely often. Then for infinitely many i, Ni,i is never cancelled 
and there are infinitely many stages t + 1 of the form 4u + 3 with u = (j, 0) for 
which [j, i] E ZLr,k, for some n’, k’ E w such that f$(dn,,kr)J if Z, is on Ni,i at t and 
fI;‘(g’(d,,,k,))J if Z, is on Nj,i at t. 
For (ii)-( let n, k, to E o be such that j -C n, P,,k is initialized by stage t,, and 
for every (n’, k’) clex (n, k), the limit I,,,,,. exists and is reached by t,,. 
(ii) Let j be as in (i) and let Uj be finite. Then there is i such that Nj,i is never 
cancelled, and at infinitely many stages of the form 4u, [j, i] does not belong to any 
injury set, and P,,k reducibly injures Nj,i. 
(iii) Let lJ be infinite. For infinitely many i E w, there is v E o such that P,,k 
reducibly injures Nj,i at every t . > v, and Nj,i is never cancelled. 
(iv) Assume that at infinitely many stages t of the form 4u, there is i such that 
Nj,i is not cancelled, and Pn,k reducibly injures Nj,i. It follows that at infinitely many 
of these stages t, for the least such i, if i 4 Vj and [j, i] E It,.,,. for some 
(n’, k’) #(n, k), then 2, is not on Pn,,k,. 
(v) Let i E w. If [j, i] acts infinitely often, then i is unique. 
Proof. (i) It follows from the assumption that Z, is not placed on any quadruple. 
Given an arbitrary c E o, let a stage v be such that no [j, i] with i s c acts after v. 
Let iO be the least number such that [j, i,,] acts at some stage v0 > v. Then, Nj,io is 
uncancelled at v, and, by the minimality of iO and the choice of v, it is never 
cancelled. Let t + 1 > v be a stage at which some pair [j, i] with i > iO acts. By (5) 
in stages of the form 4u + 3, there are n’, k’ E w such that [j, iO] E Zi.,,.. Let 2, be 
on Nj,i, at t. If [j, iO] is the pair with the least left coordinate in Zi,,k,, then by (5) 
of 4u + 3, f;;;(d”,,& ‘f 1 a: - Y or fE;i(gf(d,.,k,))J if a: = ,u. Otherwise, fl;!O(d,,,,.)J 
or f!;i(g’(d,,,k,))J by the activity requirement in Case 2 of stages of the form 
4u + 1. Thus, the conclusion follows since iO > c. 
(ii) Let i $ 4 be such that lJ {dom(ff;‘): t =S to} = 0 for p E {Y, cl}, Nj,i is never 
cancelled, and there are infinitely many stages t + 1 of the form 4u + 3 such that 
for some n’, k’ E CO, [j, i] E I:G,kr and fl’(dnz,k,)J or ff;‘(g’(d,.,,.))J. Such i exists 
by (i) since Uj is finite. Let t be a stage as above. By the choice of to, 
(n’, W slex (n, k) so, by (4) of 4u + 3, fl;f(d,&J or fz;f(g’(d,,J)J. Let t’ be the 
least stage such that t’ > t and [j, i] is removed from the corresponding injury set 
at t’, and let t” be the least stage of the form 4u such that t” > t’. Clearly, t’ exists 
since i $ Uj. Since [j, i] can act only finitely often, [j, i] can be added to (and later 
removed from) injury sets with 2, only finitely often. This is true because, by 
stages of the form 4u + 1, these injury sets must be distinct and, by Case 1 of 
4u + 1, Z, is put only on active P-requirement. Therefore, at infinitely many 
stages t, dom(fr;“‘) = dom(f$) = dom(fr;‘), where Z, is on Nj,i at t. Hence at 
infinitely many stages of the form 4u, [j, i] does not belong to any injury set and 
P,,k reducibly injures Nj,i. 
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(iii) It follow s f rom the assumption that Uj is infinite that Z, is not placed on 
any quadruple. By Lemma 2, there exists an arbitrarily large i such that 
dom(ff;‘“) = 0, P E {Y, p}, and for some n’, k’ E co, [j, i] E Zns,kg, where Z, is 
never put on Pnr,kf. Thus, Nj,i is never cancelled. Since pairs of the form [i, -1 act 
infinitely often, the conclusion that there is ZJ > lo such that P,,k reducibly injures 
Nj,i at t 3 21 follows similarly as in (i). 
(iv) First assume that there is no single i such that P,,k reducibly injures 
uncancelled Nj,i at infinitely many stages of the form 4~. Hence, by (iii), Uj is 
finite. Further, pairs of the form [i, .] act infinitely often. Thus, by (ii), there is 
i. E w such that [i, i,,] acts infinitely often. Let t, at,, be such that Pn,k does not 
reducibly injure any Nj,i with i d i. at t b t, of the form 4~. It exists by our 
assumption. Let t2 2 tl be such that [j, io] acts at t2. If i > io, then Nj,i is cancelled 
at tZ, or lJ {ff;f: t c t2} = 0 for p E {Y, ,u}. In the second case, clearly, [j, i] $ 
u {Zt.bz: n, k E co}. Assume that t3 is the least stage >t2 of the form 4~ at which 
Pn,k reducibly injures some uncancelled Nj,i,. Let i be the least such i’. Because 
t3 ’ t2, and there are infinitely many stages t2 at which [i, io] acts, in order to 
prove the statement, it is enough to prove that there are no n’, k’ E o such that 
[i, i] l Z:.,,. and Z, is on Pn.,kf at t3. Assume otherwise. Let ti s ts be the stage 
(of the form 4u + 1) at which Z, is put on Pn,,kr for some n’, k’ E w such that 
[i, i] E Zfjr,kp. By Case 1 of 4~ + 1, f,?“(&,,k,)l or f,?;“(g”(dnP,k~))J. Let v be the 
least stage such that u < t3 and (fI’“(dn,,k,)J or fK;“(g”(d,.,,.))J). Clearly, t2 < ZJ. 
Also, by (4) of 4~ + 3, f,?““(d,Jl or f$“(g”(d,,,))~. Thus u + 1 is a stage of the 
form 4~4 at which P,,k reducibly injures N,,j. This contradicts the minimality of t3 
since t2 < v + 1 < t3 c t:. Hence the conclusion follows. 
Now, assume that i is the least number such that P,+ reducibly injures 
uncancelled Nj,j at infinitely many stages of the form 4u. Let t, > to be such that 
Pn,k does not reducibly injure any Nj,i. with i’ < i at t > t,. Assume that i $ Uj, 
since the statement is true otherwise. Further, assume that for some t2> tl, at 
every stage t 2 t2 of the form 4u at which P,,k reducibly injures Nj,;, we have that 
[i, il E G,,, for some (IZ’, k’) # (n, k), where Z, is on Pnr,ks. Otherwise, the 
statement is obviously true. Let t be such a stage. Let u + 1 > t be the least stage 
of the form 4u + 2 such that [i, i] E Zzs,ks - Zzt&. Such a stage exists since i $ Ui. If 
a marker Z, at u on Nj,; does not change at II + 1, then dom(f,Y;“) = dom(f,?;“+‘). 
Thus, at the next stage of the form 4u, P,,k reducibly injures Nj,;, and [i, i] does 
not belong to any injury set, contradicting the assumption. Now, assume that the 
marker on Nj,i changes at u + 1. Let Z, be a new marker. Then, dom(ff;““) G 
{rIi, g”(lI’)}. Let u, + 1 be the least stage >(v + 1) of the form 4~ + 1 at which 
[i, i] enters an injury set I:;;:. Thus, (ni, k,) 2,cx(n, k) and, by Case 2 of 4u + 1, 
P n,,k, reducibly injures Nj,i at ul. If (n,, k,) = (n, k), then Pn,k also reducibly 
injures Ni,i at v,. Clearly, [i, i] does not belong to any injury set at 2r,, 
contradicting the choice of t,. Now assume that (n,, k,) >,_ (n, k). Since u1 2 t2, 
Z, must be on Pn,,x-, at 11,. Thenf~;U1(dn,,k,)J orf~;“l(g”l(d,,,,,))l. Thus there is a 
stage 2~’ of the form 4u+3 such that v+l<v’<v,, f;;“‘(d,,,,,)J or 
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f~;“‘(g”‘(dn,,J)~. Hence f,Yf’(dn,Jl or ff;“‘(g”‘(d,J)J. Therefore, V’ + 1 is a 
stage of the form 4~ such that u’ + 13 fZ, Pn,k reducibly injures Nj,i at V’ + 1 and 
[j, i] does not belong to any injury set at 2r’ + 1. This contradicts the choice of t,. 
(v) If [j, i] acts at t + 1, then every Nj,i. with i’ > i such that Nj,i, is uncancelled 
at t and &, defined is cancelled at t + 1. Since [j, i] acts infinitely often, no [j, i’] 
with i’ > i acts infinitely often, because Nj,i, will eventually be cancelled. 0 
Lemma 4. For every n > 0: 
(i) For every k, there exists I,,,. 
(ii) Z, ‘Ef l._! {m,,: k E w} is finite. 
(iii) There are finitely many k for which P,,k is initialized. 
Proof. We prove (i)-(iii) simultaneously by induction on n. Assume that (i)-(iii) 
hold for every n’ < n. Let a stage t,, be such that for n’ < n and k E w, P,,r,k is not 
initialized after to, and I,,,,, is reached by to. It follows by (iii) that for all but 
finitely many k, (Vt)[Zi.,, = $31. Let us prove that (i)-(iii) hold for IZ. 
(i) Fix k, and inductively assume that for every k’ <k, there exists Zn,kr. 
Assume that Z, is never placed on any P,,k,, k’ E w. Otherwise, I,,, exists since, 
by Case 2 of 4u + 1, no pair can be added to Zk,k if Z, is on P,,ks at t. By the first 
inductive hypothesis, IJ ,*<,Z,, is finite. Choose a stage tl 3 to with the following 
properties. No marker Z, with j < n is placed on any quadruple after t,. (Notice 
that, by Case 1 of 4~4 + 2, only a marker Zj with j < n can be placed on a 
quadruple with the second coordinate from lJrsoLh,n,k.) Let the limit Z,,,, be 
reached by tl for every k’ <k. Hence ZnV,k, is reached by t, for every 
(n’, k’) <,ex(n, k). For every n’ <n, if Z, is placed on P,,,,kf for some k’ E o, 
then it is placed by tl. Further, for every (n’, k’) such that (3j, i)[j <n A 
Cj, il E Z,,,V A Z, is put on P,.,,.], Z,,,,. is reached by tl. (By Lemma 2, there are 
only finitely many such pairs (n’, k’).) Also, for every [j, i] E I-J,,<, I,,, and for 
every [j, i] such that j <n and [j, i] E (LJ {Zn,g n, k E w A Z, is put on Pn,k}), let 
f,$ for (Y E {Y, p} be reached by tl. (f,$ exists by Lemma 1.) Assume that P,,,k is 
initialized by tl. Clearly, Pn,k is the highest priority P-requirement which can take 
action after tl. 
Assume that the limit Z,,,k does not exist. Let j be the greatest number such that 
at infinitely many t + 1, [j, i] for some i E w is removed from Zf,,k. Clearly, j <n 
and there is t2 > t, such that the [j + 1, O]-final segment of Zk,, does not change at 
t a t2. Let t 2 r2 be such that for some i, [j, i] E ZL,, - Ii:;. Then, by the choice of 
tI, we have one of the following cases: 
(a) (3i’)[i’ <i A [j, i’] E I;:;], 
(b) Subcase 2.1 of 4~ + 1 applies such that (3j’, i’)[[j < j’ <n v (j = j’ A i’ -=c 
i)] A (i’ is the least number for j’ such that Nj.,i. is uncancelled and Pn+ reducibly 
injures Nj.sjj at t) A [j’, i’] 4 IL:;], 
(c) (3i’)[i’ <i A ([j, i’] acts at t + l)]. 
Clearly, (b) or (c) hold infinitely often. First, assume that (b) is true infinitely 
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often. Let j’ be the greatest number for which the matrix of formula (b) is true 
for infinitely many t of the form 4~4 (for the corresponding i’ at t). Clearly, 
j ~j’ <II. Let t3 2 t, be such that the matrix of (b) is not true for any j” >j’, at 
t a t3 of the form 4~. By Lemma 3(iv), at infinitely many of these stages t of the 
form 4u, there is the least i,, such that at t, Ni.,i,, is not cancelled, P,,k reducibly 
injures Nj,,i,, and i0 E Uj, or [j’, iO] does not belong to an injury set with Z, on 
the corresponding P-requirement. Fix such a stage t 2 t, and the corresponding 
io. Since [j’, iO] $ IL:;, [j’, iO] belongs at t t o an injury set of higher priority than 
IL,,. Hence, there are n’ and k’ such that [j’, iO] E Zn,,k,, and [(n’, k’) clex (n, k) v 
(Z, is on Pnr,ks at t)]. If a single i0 corresponds to infinitely many t as above, then 
Nj,,ic, is never cancelled. Otherwise, by Lemma 2, there is i, as above, such that 
Z, is never put on the corresponding Pnf,kr SO, by Definition 4(ii), Nj,,i,) is never 
cancelled. Now, choose i0 with the above properties such that Nj,,io is never 
cancelled. By the choice of t, , the limit fy,,,, is reached by tl. Thus, P,,,k continues 
to reducibly injure Nj,,i, at every t’ 3 t. Hence, the pairs [jl, iI] with [jl <j’ v 
(j, = j’ A il > iO)] can be put in 1::; for only finitely many t. Similarly as before, 
we can prove that P,,k reducibly injures Nj,i. at every stage greater than a certain 
stage. Hence, [j, i] cannot be put in Ii&! for finitely many t, which is a 
contradiction. 
Now, assume that (b) is true only finitely often. Thus, (c) is true infinitely 
often. For infinitely many i, Nj,i is cancelled at some stage t + 1 and [j, i] is 
subtracted from Zi,,. Let v 2 t, be such that at t 2 v, the matrix of (b) is not true 
for any [j’, i’] with j’ 3 j. If Uj is infinite then, by Lemma 3 (iii), there are i and n, 
such that Nj,i is never cancelled, and Pn,k reducibly injures Nj,i at every t 2 v,. 
Hence, no [j, i’] with i’> i can be added to Ii,, at t 2 v,, which is a 
contradiction. Thus, Uj is finite. 
Assume that for every i, [j, i] acts only finitely often. By Lemma 3(ii), there is 
iO such that Nj,i,, is never cancelled, and at infinitely many stages t of the form 4u, 
Pn,k reducibly injures Nj,i,,, and [j, iO] does not belong to any injury set. Choose 
such a stage t 2 v after which no [j, i’] with i’ <i. acts. Then, for some 
i C io, [j, i] E Ii::. Hence, by the choice of t, (3, s i,)[[j, i,] E I,,,], contradicting 
the choice of j. 
Now, assume that there is i, such that [j, i,,] acts infinitely often. Then, i(, is 
unique by Lemma 3(v), and Nj,io is never cancelled. Let v, 2 v be such that no 
[j, i] with i < iu acts after vl. First, assume that a marker on Nj,;,, changes 
infinitely often. In that case, f,?“~(d,J~ for infinitely many t of the form 4~ at 
which [j, iO] does not belong to any injury set or it belongs to an injury set of 
lower priority than In,k. Thus, for some i 6 iO, [j, i] is put in 1::: for some t 2 vl. 
Hence, (3iI c &)[[j, iI] E Z,,,], contradicting the choice of j, Now, let v2 3 v1 be 
such that a permanent marker Z, is on Nj,i,, at t 2 v2. Since there are infinitely 
many i such that [j, i] acts, by (5) of 4~ + 3, for infinitely many pairs (IZ’, k’), 
there is t E w such that [j, io] E ZL,,kf. Hence, there is vj 2 v2 such that (Vt 2 
vAdom(f,?$ n {&,k, d(4,d) f 01, and the conclusion follows as before. 
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(ii) Assume that Z, is infinite. Clearly, 2, is never put on any Pn,k, k E o. Let 
j <n be the least number such that there are infinitely many i with [j, i] E I,. By 
the minimality of j, almost all of these pairs have the least left coordinate among 
all pairs in the corresponding injury sets. Consider all [j’, i’] with j’ <j such that 
[j’, i’l E U ntsn Z,.. By the inductive hypothesis, and by the minimality of j, there 
are only finitely many of these pairs. For every such [j’, i’], (IJ {dom(fF:$): tz 
0)) is finite by Lemma l(i). Fix i and k such that [j, i] is the pair with the least left 
coordinate in Z,,k and: 
-For every pair [j’, i’] with j’ <j and [j’, i’] .s lJmrs,Z,., we have that 
L a,n,k n (lJ {dom(f,?$): t 2 0)) = 0. 
-For every pair [j’, i’] with j’ <j such that (3n’, k’)[(Z+ is put on Pnr,k,) A 
[j’, i’] E Z,,p,kr], we have La,n,k rl (U {dom(f,?f,): t 3 0)) = 0. (By Lemma 2, there 
are finitely many such pairs [j’, i’], and, by Lemma l(ii), iJ {dom(f,?$): t 3 0} is 
finite.) 
- P,,k does not injectively injure Nif for j’ < rr at t 2 to. That is, d,,k or P,,~ is 
not the second coordinate of a quadruple with Z,.. 
Let t > to be a stage by which for every k’ s k, the limit Z,,,. (hence I,,,,. for 
every (n’, k’) %ex(n, k)) h as b een reached, and such that for every n ’ < n and 
k’ E to, if Z, is placed on P,,r,kz, then it is placed by t. Thus, P,,k is the highest 
priority P-requirement which is allowed to take action after t. 
For every [j’, i’] # [j, i] such that [j’, i’] E Z,,, (hence j’ >j), Nj’,i, with Z, at t is 
satisfied on Lb,,*, at t, because this property holds when [j, i] is added to Z,,k for 
the last time. Let 2, be on Nj,i at t. If Nj,j is not satisfied on La,n,k at t, then, by 
(5) in 4u + 3, for all but finitely many i’ > i and for all t, dom(f,?$) = 0. Hence, by 
Case 2 of 4~ + 1, only finitely many pairs [j, -1 can be added to Z,, contradicting 
the assumption. Fix the corresponding t. Since I,,,# 0, we have that P,,k is 
initialized at some stage, and dn,k E W,. Now, consider a stage u 3 t of the form 
4u such that dn,k E W,,,. Case 1 is not true at u + 1, because otherwise Z, would 
be placed on P,,+ Thus, P,,k reducibly injures some higher priority Nj,,i’. Assume 
that j’ is the greatest such number, and i’ is the least such number for j’. Clearly, 
j’ < IZ. If j’ 3 j, then Subcase 2.1 holds for [j’, i’] at u + 1, hence Zi,k #Ii,‘-,‘, 
which is a contradiction. If j’ <j, then [j’, i’] does not belong to any Zi,,kf of 
lower priority than Zz,,, since [j’, i’] cannot be put in Zz,+ki. Clearly, by the choice 
of k, [j’, i’] $ LL,, I,.. Thus i’ $ l,$, and [j’, i’] EZ,U,,~, for some n’ and k’ such 
that Z, is on P,,s,kr at V. Thus, since j’ <j, there is a single j; with the above 
property at infinitely many stages u of the form 4u, contradicting Lemma 3(iv). 
(iii) Assume that there are infinitely many k such that P,,k is initialized. Hence, 
Z, is never placed on any Pn,k, k E w. By (ii), lJ,,,,, Z,. is finite. Let k be such 
that: 
- (Vk’ 3 k)[Z,,k, = 01; 
-d,,k or P,,~ is not the second coordinate of a quadruple with Zj for j < n; 
- (v[j, il E UnsG, &)[Lw n(U{dom(f~;‘):t==O})=0]for ~E{Y,P}; 
-for every pair [j, i] with j <n such that (3n’, k’)[[j, i] E I,.,,, A (Z, is put on 
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Pns,ks)ly we have L%n,k tl (U {dom(fiq;!‘): ts0})=0 for (YE {Y, p}. 
Let t 1 to be a stage of the form 4~ such that: 
-dn,k is defined at I, and dn,k E W,,,; 
-for every k’ C k, the limit I,,&’ is reached by t; 
- 2, is not placed after t on any P,,‘,k for n’ <n and k E w. 
Thus, Pn,k is the highest priority P-requirement which can take action after t. 
Case 1 is not true at t + 1 because Z, would otherwise be placed on some Pn,k’. 
Thus, Pn,k injures (reducibly by the choice of k) some higher priority requirement 
Nj,fi (Hence Nj,i is uncancelled at t.) Assume that j is the greatest such number, 
and that i is the least corresponding number for j. By the choice of k, if [j, i] 
belongs to zn’,k’ for some n’, k E o, then n’ > n, and Z, is never put on P,,‘,k’. In 
that case, or if [j, i] does not belong to any injury set at t, by Case 2, [j, i] is put 
in Z’nfkl, contradicting the choice of t. Thus, i $ Uj, and [j, i] E zi,,k, for some 
n’, k’ E w such that Z, is on P,,‘,k’ at t. Since j <n, there is a single j,, with the 
above properties at infinitely many stages, contradicting Lemma 3(iv). 0 
Lemma 5. For every j, there are only finitely many i such that [j, i] E 
u {zrz,k: n, k E w}. That is, Uj is finite. 
Proof. Let j be the least number for which the statement fails. By the minimality 
of j and by Lemma 2, it follows that for almost all i such that [j, i] E I,,, for some 
n, k E o, Z, is never placed on P+ and [j, i] is the pair with the least left 
coordinate in &,k. By Lemma 4(ii), there is an arbitrarily large n such that for 
some i, k E w, [j, i] E &k. 
Let i, n, k and (Y be such that [j, i] is the pair with the least left coordinate in 
Z ,,k, Z, is on Nj,i at all but finitely many stages, Z, is never placed on P,,k, and 
P,,k does not injectively injure Nj, for j’ <n at any stage. Furthermore, for every 
pair [j’, i’] such that j’ <j and [j’, i’] E IJ {I,& n, k E o} or (3n’, k’)[(Z+ is put 
on P,!,k,) A [j’, i’] E I,?,,!], We have L_k n (IJ {dom(fy;f,): t > 0}) = 0. Let t, be 
the least stage by which for every (n’, k’) Glex(n, k), the limit zn’,k’ has been 
reached, and after which, Z, is not placed on any P,,‘,k’ for n’ <It and k’ E o. 
The proof now proceeds as in Lemma 4(ii). 0 
Diagram 1 (Diagram 2) describes the situation when marker Z,, (Z,), placed on 
Nj,i at to, stays forever on Nj,i, and Subcase 2.1 of 4u + 2 applies to [j, i] 
successively at tl < t2 < * . . . The indices j, i are omitted on Pf+ I,,+ s;,~ and ri,i in 
the diagrams for the sake of simplicity. Let a, b E o. 
a b: denotes that a = b; 
a - b: denotes that g’(a) = b at stage t at which the marker on Nj,i 
changes or Subcase 2.1 of 424 + 2 applies to [j, i]; 
a - 6: denotes that g’(a) = b at stage t at which Case 1 of 4~ + 1 
applies to a P-requirement whose injury set contains [j, i]. 
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pto = 0
$1 = 1 
$2 = 2 
$3 = 1 
$4 = 2 
$5 = 1 
$6 = 2 
. . 
. . 
Diagram 1. 
Lemma 6. Let j, i E w and w E (1, s, r}. Zf a marker on Ni,i changes infinitely many 
times, then lim, w;,~ = cc). 
Proof. Let Z, be replaced by Z, on Nj,i at stage to + 1. By Subcase 2.2 of 4~ + 2, 
I$’ and sj”+’ have new values and rj,i I+1 = l,!S_ If Z, is replaced by Z, at 
t + 1 > t,, + 1, then, by Subcase 2.3 of 4u + 2, I$’ and ri,:’ have new values and 
sf,:’ = rj,i. Now, if Z, is replaced by Z, at ZJ + 1 > t + 1, then 1,::’ and sj’:’ have 
new values and rJ’+l= l,yp 0 
Lemma 7. There is a l-l function g : w + w such that for every x, y E cc), 
g(x) = y ifs for infinitely many t, g’(x) = y. 
Hence v = pg (because (Vt)[v’ = y’g’]). 
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$0 = 0 
$1 = 1 
$2 = 2 
$3 = 1 
$4 = 2 
$5 = 1 
$6 = 2 
. . 
Diagram 2. 
Proof. Let x E o. We will prove that there is exactly one y such that for infinitely 
many t, g’(x) = y. If for infinitely many t, g’(x) #g’+‘(x), then, by Case 1 of 
4u + 1, new elements are infinitely often enumerated in Y(X). Thus, there are 
i, i E w and w E {I, s, r} such that x = VV,!,~ for infinitely many t, since Case 1 of 
4~ + 1 takes action for every P,, n E o, at most once. By Lemma 6, a marker on 
Ni,i does not change infinitely often. Let to be the least stage such that a fixed marker 
2, is on Nj,i at every t > to. Since [i, i] is infinitely often removed from the injury 
set of a P-requirement with Z+, Subcase 2.1 of 4~ + 2 applies to Nj,i infinitely 
often. If LY = Y, then x = lim, &. By Diagram 1, there is a unique point y (y = r:yi) 
such that g’(x) = y for infinitely many t. If a = ,n, then x = mr ~f,~ = &I, ri,P Let 
y =gfo(r$). By D iagram 2, g’(x) = y for infinitely many t. We prove that y is 
unique. If Case 1 of 4~4 + 1 applies at t + 1 to some Pn,k requirement such that 
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[i, il E Elk and g”‘(x) # g’“(r$), then g”‘(x) E {g’(lj,,i,): [j’, i’] #[j, i]}. 
However, if at some stage u, [j’, i’] leaves an injury set corresponding to the 
P-requirement with 2,) then ly,ir gets a new value, so gU(l;,i.) = l;,;,. Now the 
uniqueness of y follows from this remark and Diagram 2. 
Since for t 3 to, (VZ)[g’(Z) E {+i, g’“(+,)} + 2 E {/!f,i, Sl,i, r;,i}], g is l-l. Cl 
Lemma 8. Let j, i, to E w and a E {Y, ,u}. Assume that [j, i] belongs at to to an 
injury set with Z,, and that 2, is on Ni,i at every stage t 2 t,. If x $ {f~i, szi, rzi}, 
then Y’“(X) C$ Y(Sj,;), where Sj,i = l&t Sf,i. 
Proof. By construction, there is c E w such that c E -@(x) and (Vy #x)[c $ 
Y’“(Y)]. We prove inductively that for every t 2 t,,: 
(1) C 4 Y’(f/,i) U Y'(Sf,i), 
(2) c B +$,i), if t is such that #+‘(Zi,J # Y’(&). 
The statement is true for t = to by assumption. Fix t > to, and prove the statement 
for t + 1, with the inductive hypothesis that it is true for every v, to s v s t. 
Let us prove (1) for t + 1. It is obvious if ~“l(1;,~) = ~‘(fif,~) and 1;:’ = lj,+ Thus, 
consider the following two cases. 
(a) Let ~‘+l ’ (lj,i) # Y’(lj,i). That means Z, is put on some Pn,k at stage t + 1 and 
[i, il E I:,,. However, wf,;’ = w;,~, where w E {I, s, r}. We have that 
Y’+l(&) = Y’&) u Y’(s;,J u {a}, 
V'+l(Sf,j) = V'(Sf,j) U Y’(l,!,i) U {b}, 
where a <b are new at t + 1. Hence, the inductive hypothesis applies. 
(b) Let lj,:’ # lj,p Subcase 2.1 of 4~ + 2 is true for [j, i] at stage t + 1. Clearly, 
(Vy)[~‘+‘(y) = v’(y)]. We h ave that ljf’ is new at t + 1, hence ~‘+i(li,:‘) = 
{2$‘}. Similarly, sf,:’ is new at t + 1, or sjf’ E {Sj,i, &}. The inductive hypothesis 
applies. 
In order to prove (2), assume that v’+*(Ij,J # #+‘(lj,J. Hence, by the 
construction, there is a stage v, to < v G t + 1, at which Subcase 2.1 of 4u + 2 is 
true for Nj,i. Let v be the greatest such stage. Then & = r-Ii, where r,$ is new at 
v, or r-Ii E {l:;‘, ST;‘}, and the inductive hypothesis applies. This completes the 
proof of (1) and (2) by induction. 
It follows from (1) that (Vt 3 t,J[@(x) $ #(&)I. Now assume that Y’“(X) E 
Y(Sj,i). Then there exists v 2 to such that Y*(X) E Y~(s~,~). Let t 2 v be such that 
f 
Sj,i = Sj.fi Hence, Y’“(X) G Y'(Sj,i)y which is a contradiction. Thus, 
Y”(X) $ Y(Sj,i). 0 
Lemma 9. For every x, y E w, if x # y, then Y(X) $ Y(Y). Hence Y and ,u are l-l. 
Proof. If Y(X) or v(y) is finite, then the statement is obviously true by 
construction. Thus, assume that Y(X) and v(y) are infinite. Then, by Case 1 of 
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4u + 1 and by Case 2 of 4~4 + 2, there are pairs [j, i] and [j’, i’] such that 
y = s,,iefflim, Sf,i and x = Sj,,i, dgfflim, ~f,,~,. Also, there are (Y, /3 E {Y, ,u} and a 
stage lo such that [j, i] belongs at to to an injury set with Z,, X = s~o,,.; and at 
every t 2 to, Z, is on Nj,i, and Zlj is on Nj*,i,. By Lemma 8, v’“(X) c$ v(y), SO 
v(X) $ v(y), and Y is l-l. Therefore, p is l-l since Y = pg and g is l-l. Cl 
Let D sf {dn,k: n, k E o A Pn,k is initialized}. 
Lemma 10. D is a recursive set, and Y is a At set which is non-r.e. 
Proof. D is recursive, since if a new dn.k is defined at some stage t, then dn,k > t. 
Clearly, Y = {g(d,,J: n, k E o A Pn,k is initialized}, and g(d,,J is either dn,k or 
pti,k. In order to prove that Y is recursive in 0’, recursively determine for a given 
X, whether X E {dn,k, p,,k: n, k E 0 A Pn,k is initialized}. If it is not the case, then 
x 4 Y. Otherwise, find the unique n and k such that x = d,,k or x =p,,k. Use 
@‘-oracle to determine whether Z, is placed on P,,k. If not, then g(d,,k) = d,,,; 
otherwise, g(d,,k) =p,,k. 
Let us prove that P,, is satisfied for every It, that is, Y # W,. If Z, is placed on 
P,,k for some k E cr), then Y # W,, because d,,k E W, and dn,k $ Y. Thus, assume 
that Z, is not placed on any P,,k, k E w. Let k, = max{k: dn.k is defined}. Notice 
that, by the maximality of k, and Subcase 2.2 of 4~4 + 1, rL,k, = 0 for every t. If 
d,,ko 4 W,, then g(d,,k,,) = dn,k,,. Hence dn,k,, E Y, and Y # W,. Therefore, assume 
that &,ko E W,. Let t + 1 be a stage of the form 4~ + 1 such that dn,ko E W,,,, and 
4u + 1 does not apply after t to any PnzVk with (n’, k) clex (n, k,). Hence one of 
the Cases l-3 is true for P,,k,, at t + 1. Thus, either Z, is placed on P,&, or 
d n,k,I+I is defined at t + 1, which is not possible by our assumptions. 0 
Lemma 11. Let j E CO. Assume that Yj is a recursive l-l enumeration of 9. Then 
either Y or ,u is reducible to yj. 
Proof. First we prove that if pairs of the form [j, -1 act infinitely often, then there 
is i E w such that [j, i] acts infinitely often. Assume otherwise. By Lemma 5, Uj is 
finite. By Lemma 3(i), there is i $ Uj such that at infinitely many t, [j, i] E ZL,, for 
some 12, k E w such that f,yf(dn,k)J or fI;‘(g’(d,,,))J. By Lemma 4(i), there are 
infinitely many such pairs (n, k). Thus, [j, i] acts infinitely often, contradicting 
the assumption. Therefore, we have one of the following three cases. 
Case (i). Pairs of the form [j, i] for i E o act only finitely often. 
We will prove that this case is impossible. First, assume that Zj is placed on a 
quadruple (a, x, y,, y2) at stage t. Then (Y’(X) c y,!(yJ, a’(X) c yj(y*), and y, fy,. 
Hence a(X) E Yj(yr) and (U(X) E Yj(Y2) because a(~) = &(x). Thus, (U(X) = 
yj(y,) = yj(y2), which is a contradiction since yj is l-l. 
Now, assume that Zj is not placed on any quadruple. Since pairs of the form 
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[j, -1 act only finitely often, there are only finitely many i such that Ni,i is 
cancelled at some stage. By Lemma 5, Uj is a finite set. Let i1 be the least number 
such that Nj,i, is never cancellled, and [j, il] $ lJ {I,,,: n, k E o}. 
Let v be a stage such that no pair of the form [j, 01 acts at t 2 u. Further, for 
every i < i1 such that [j, i] E Z,.,,. for some n’, k’ E co, the limit Z,,.,,. is reached by 
u and Z, is not placed on P,,f,kr after u. Clearly, no Nj,i is cancelled after U. Also, 
for every i < ii, (Vt 3 v)[fr;’ =fT;“] f or (Y E {Y, p}. That is, because [j, i] does not 
act after r~, no new numbers are added to the domain off,:;“, and if f$’ changes 
by 4~ + 2 at t 2 u, then [j, i] is subtracted at t from the corresponding injury set. 
Since Nj,jl is never cancelled and i1 $ Uj, there are infinitely many stages of the 
form 4u + 3 such that [j, ii] 4 lJ {Zk,k: n, k E co}. Since [j, il] does not act at t 2 u, 
by 424 + 3, there is i0 < i1 such that [j, iO] is the pair with the least left coordinate 
in some In,_ and Nj,in is not satisfied on Ln,n,k at t 2 v, where Z, is on Nj,i,, at 
t 2 v. Assume that i0 is the least such number, and fix the corresponding n and k. 
First, assume that Z, is never placed on P,,k. Clearly, Nj,iO is never cancelled. 
Let v1 G v be the greatest stage such that [j, i,] E I$ - Zz;;‘. Since [j, io] is the 
pair with the least left coordinate in Zn,k, (Vt 2 v,)[Zi,, = Z$J. Hence Z, is on Nj,i,, 
at t 3 v1 and (Vt 2 vJ[L’,,,,~ = L$J. Let x E Ln,n,k and f,T;cyl(x)J. We claim that 
o?‘(x) E yi”‘( f Jy’(x)). 
In order to prove the claim, assume that tl is the greatest stage <vl such that 
fr;Al(x)J and a”(x) # a”+‘(x). If such a stage does not exist, the claim follows 
immediately. Otherwise, there are IZ’, k’ E w such that x E L&f,ks, and Z, is 
placed on P,,r,ks at tl + 1. Since Z, is never placed on P,,k, (n, k) #(n’, k’). It 
follows from x E La,n,k n L&r,k, and fi4;:i1(x)L, that x E {w;!,~,, g’l(wf!,i.): j' sj A 
i’ E w}. Hence j sj’ <n’. Since, by Case 1 of 4u + 1, P,,r,ks does not reducibly 
injure at tl any higher priority N-requirement, Nj,io is not of higher priority than 
P ns,kp at tl. Thus, there is i =S i,, for which [j, i] E Zfnlr,kf, and thus f,T;‘l(x)J. Since 
XEL t + Iyi*djj’, i’] is subtracted from Z i:,i, at some t > tl. Because Z, is on P,,f,kr at 
” 3 j, [j, i] must be subtracted from I:,:;, at some t2 such that tl < t2 s t. 
Ibt t2 be the least such stage. By the choice of v1 and the fact that 
x E Lor,n,k, t < u1. Let Z0 be on Nj,i at tZ. If i = io, then Nj,iO is satisfied on 
dom(f$t) at t2. It follows from the construction, by the maximality of tl, that 
Nj,i,, is satisfied on dom(f$,y’) at v,. Now, assume that i < io. Since [j, i,,] E Zxlk - 
Zz;k’, by Case 2 of 4~ + 1, Pn,k cannot reducibly injure Nj,i at vl. Therefore, 
because fr;tl(x)J, there is a stage t3 such that t36 t3< v1 and a marker on Nj,i 
changes at t3. At t3, [j, i] does not belong to any injury set. However, i < il and, 
by the choice of i,, Nj,i is either cancelled after tl, or [j, i] E U {I,,,: II, k E w}. If 
Nj,i is cancelled at some t4 > tl, then Nj,i,, is also cancelled at t4, contradicting the 
choice of io. If [j, i] is added to some injury set after t3, then, by Case 2 of 
4u + 1, [j, i] must act after t,, since at t3, the corresponding reduction function is 
only defined either on rjii or on g”(Z$). Hence Nj,io will be cancelled, 
contradicting the choice of i,. This completes the proof of the claim. 
It follows, by the minimality of io, that f~i, is defined on La,n,k. Since 
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(Vx E Lr,n,k)~~(~) = aYx)l, we have that Ni,i,, is satisfied on La,n,k at t 2 v, 
contradicting the choice of iO. 
Now, let 2, be placed on Pn,k at some stage t + 1 (t+ 1s~). Hence 
(Vt’ > t + l)[[j, io] E Z$J. Let LL,n,k = {m, < m, < . . . < m,}. For example, as- 
sume that (Y = Y. By Case 1 of 4~ + 1 and by our assumptions, (Ve E 
(0, . . . , q})[m, E dom(&) A Y(Q) = Y’+‘(Q)]. If Nj,;” is not satisfied at v on 
L:,n,k, then I $ r/“(fli,(m,)) for some e E (0, . . . , q}. If e $ (1, . . . , q} or if 
(Ve E (0, . . . , qI)[Y(me) c Y~(.f,Tio(me>)l th en, by Subcase 2.1 of 4~ + 2, [j, i,,] will 
not be in In&, which is a contradiction. Now let e # 0 and I $ ~~(f,Y’,(m,)). If 
b is such that rj(f~i,(m,)) = Y(b), then b fm, since v(m,) $ v(b). By the 
definition of v’+‘, it follows that Y’(~,)c Y’+‘(Q), #(me) E ~‘+‘(m~_~) and 
(VX)[vf(me) c v(x) *x = m, v x = m,_,]. Therefore, we have b = m,_,, because 
v’(m,) E yj(f,$,(me)) = v(b) and b # m,. Thus, yj(fIi,,(m,)) = v(m,-J, so 
v(m,J E yj(f,“‘,(m,)). Let e, be the least number in (1, 2, . . . , q} such that 
v(m,J $ Yj(fjYi,,(me,,)). Th en, -v(me,,-,) G yj(f,?“,,(m,,)). It follows, by the mini- 
mality of e,, that e, = 1. Otherwise, v(m,,- I > E Yj(fTi,,(m,,,- 1)) and, since 
fli,(m,,,) +f,$o(meo-l)l zj is put on (Y, me,,-lr f$Jm,,>, fzi,,(m,,,-I)>, which is a 
contradiction. Thus, Y(&,) 5 yj(f,~i,,(Sl,i,)). In this case, at some stage >t + 1 of 
the form 424 + 2, we replace 2, by Z, on Nj,i,, and remove [j, io] from Ii::. By 
the choice of t + 1, this is a contradiction. 
Case (ii). There exists i such that a marker on Nj,i changes infinitely often. 
We will prove that this case is impossible. Assume that a marker on Nj,i 
changes successively at the stages 
tl < v, < t, < v.2 < t3 < us < * . * . 
Let Z, be replaced by Z,, at tkj and let Z, be replaced by Z,, at uk, k E o. We 
claim that 
f;$+f;9) = fjyySjfi) = f?y(&) = . . . = c 
for some c E o. Namely, 
f;;'(Sjli) 
= fI;“‘-‘(si:-‘) [by Diagram 1, sjj:-l = sfti] 
= ff;“‘(g”‘_‘(p-1)) [by Subcase 2.2 of 4u + 2] 
= f[;“‘(g”‘(rJg) [r;J = l;!J-‘] 
= f;i”-‘(g”-‘(s~;‘)) [by Diagram 2, g’2-1(sjf;1) = g”‘($‘:)] 
= f/?,;‘z($ ‘) [by Subcase 2.3 of 4~ + 21 
= f j,;‘2(&) [sffi = *;9; ‘1 
= fI;“‘_‘(s;!J-1) [by Diagram 1, s,f’-’ = sffi] 
+;“‘(g”‘-‘(q-1)) [by Subcase 2.2 of 4u + 21 
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= fjyyg”‘(r~:)) [I!$ = lT:-‘] 
=ff;“-‘(gfqS;;;l)) [by Diagram 2, gr3-1(sj;;1) = g”*(r~:)] 
=f;;‘g(+;‘) [by Subcase 2.3 of 4u + 21 
= f;;“(+) [s;$ = +;‘I 
By Subcase 2.3 of 4u + 2, for every k E o: 
Yj(C) = Yj(fl;‘“(SRi)) ~ YQ(S%i) 3 y’(gfri) = {phi} 
for every k E o. Hence, Y,(c) is an infinite set since, by Lemma 6, lim, Sf,i = ~0. We 
will prove that yj(c) $9’. Assume otherwise, Y,(c) = v(x) for some x E o. After a 
certain stage, there is a permanent marker 2, on some Nj,,i,y such that if O! = Y, 
then x = lim, ~f.,~,, and if a = ,u, then x = lirn, ~j,,~-. Thus, [j, i] f [j’, i’] and for 
k E 0, v’*(&) E yj(c) = Y(s~.,~,), where s~,,~, = l&i, Sj,,i,. Hence ~‘*-‘(r$:‘) c 
Y(Sj.,i’). This contradicts Lemma 8. 
Case (iii). There exists i such that [j, i] acts infinitely often and after a certain 
stage, there is a permanent marker Z, on Nj,i. 
It follows, by Lemma 3(v), that i is unique. Let to be the least stage such that 
Z, is on Nj,i at t 3 to. We prove that (Y is recursively reducible to yj. For example, 
assume that a: = Y. Let x E D,T? If for t 2 to, f,T;‘(x)i and f,?‘;“‘(x) #f,:;‘(x), then, 
by Subcase 2.1 of 4u+2, X=l:,i and lj,i${l~i:~~t+l}. Hence, (VU> 
t)[fb;-“(x) = fb;!+‘(x)]. Th us, there exists f,?” Let x # Sj,i, where sj,idgf lim, &. By 
Diagram 1, Y(X) is finite. Since yj enumerates .9’, there is u E o such that 
Y(X) = Y”(X) c y;(y) for some y < V. By 4~ + 3, f,yi(x)L because [j, i] acts 
infinitely often. 
We prove that there is a recursive function h such that Y = yh, where h 
coincides with fj” on dom(f,yi). For given x E w, consider the following three 
cases: 
(I) x E D,:i, 
(2) x E {d,+ p,+: n s j A k E w A Pn,k is initialized}, 
(3) x E {ly,,i,, s;,~,, ry,i,: [j’, i’] =& [j, i] A 21 E o}. 
We can determine, effectively in X, which one of the three cases holds. That is, 
first determine whether (2) is true by going through the construction up to the 
stage t =x. If (2) is not true, then find the least n such that fj”‘“(x)J or 
x E {ly,i,, sjv.,i,, ryS,i,: [j’, i’] clex[j, i]}. 
Assume that (1) is true. Let VgfU {~5:,~,~: n, k, t E w A (3’ < i)[[j, i’] E Zk,, A 
(Z, is placed on P,,k at t + l)]}. V is a finite set, since for every i’ < i, [j, i’] acts 
only finitely often. Assume that x $ V. It follows from Case 1 of 4u + 1 that if at 
some stage t, Y’+‘(X) # Y’(X) and fb;‘(x)L, then (3n, k)[x E L:,n,k A [i, i] E Zi,k A 
(Z, is placed on Pn,k at t + l)]. Thus, there is a stage t’ > t + 1 of the form 4u + 2 
such that Y”(X) E yj(f,y;“(x)). Therefore, if x E Dj’; is such that x $ V, and Y(X) is 
finite, then Y(X) s Yj(f;‘(x)). 
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Subcase (1.1). Assume that there exists rj,i = lim, li’,i. Let lj,i be reached by a 
stage tl (tl 2 to). Effectively in X, find the least stage 21 z= tl such that fb;“(x)J. Set 
h(x) =fl’“(x). We have (Vt 2 v)&“(x) = fJ”“(x)], because if at some t Z= to, fj”’ 
changes its value at an argument where it has already been defined, then l,!,:’ has 
a new value. Thus, Y(X) E yj(h(X)), hence Y(X) = yj(h(X)). 
Subcase (1.2). Let lim, & = M. For x #s,,i find, effectively in x, the least stage 
u 2 to such that f~i”(X)L and x # I,$. Clearly, x $ {Zi!,i: t 3 v} by Diagram 1. Set 
h(x) = f;;“(x). We have (Vt 3 v)[fl’(x) = f;‘“(x)], because if at some t 3 to, fj” 
changes its value at an argument z where it has already been defined, then z = li,? 
Assume that (2) is true. Then x belongs to a finite set which does not affect the 
recursiveness of h. Define h(x) = y,rl(v(x)). 
Assume that (3) is true. Clearly, if [j’, i’] acts only finitely often, then there are 
only finitely many pairs (n, k) such that for some t, [j’, i’] E Zk,,, and 2, is on P+ 
at t. For each j’ s j, let vi, be a stage such that: 
(a) If pairs of the form [j’, .] act only finitely often, then none of them belongs 
to an injury set whose P-requirement gets 2, after Vj,. 
(b) If there is (a unique) i’ such that [j’, i’] acts infinitely often, then no pair 
[j’, i”] with i” < i’ b e ongs 1 to an injury set whose P-requirement gets 2, after ~j,. 
Find a unique [j’, i’]<,,, [j, i] (see Case 2 of 4~ + 2), and the least u such that 
x E {ly,ir, ~7,~~~ ry,i,}. It follows from the uniqueness of [j’, i’] that if x E 
{&,, sjl,i,, rj,,i,} for t > 21 then [ji, ii] = [j’, i’]. Hence, if Y”‘(X) # Y’(X), then 
x E {Ijz,i,, ~j.,~,, rj*,ir}, and there are n, k E w such that [j’, i’] E Zk,,, and 2, is 
placed on Pn,k at t + 1. 
Subcase (3.1). Assume that for every i” s i’, [j’, i”] acts only finitely often. 
Effectively in X, find the least V’ > Uj’ such that Y”‘(X) 5 yJ”(y) for some y 6 v’. 
Set h(x) =y. Clearly, we have Y(X) = Y”‘(X). Hence Y(X) = yj(y) = y,(h(x)). 
Subcase (3.2). Assume that for some i” < i’, [j’, i”] acts infinitely often. 
Effectively in x, find the least stage U’ 2 v by which N,r,if is cancelled, and 
Y”‘(X) E y;‘(y) for some y < v’. Set h(x) = y. Clearly, Y(X) = Y”‘(X). 
Subcase (3.3). Assume that a marker on Njf,i, changes infinitely often. 
Effectively find the least t1 such that 2, is replaced by Z, on Nj,,i, at tl, and there 
is to, v < to < t,, at which Z, is replaced by Z,. By 4u + 2, x $ {Ij’.,i,, sf,,i,, rj,,i,} for 
t 2 tl (see Diagrams 1 and 2). Hence, Y(X) = Y”(X). Now, effectively in x, find the 
least v’ 2 t1 such that Y”‘(X) E y;‘(y) for some y G v’. Set h(x) =y. Clearly, 
v(x) = Yj(h(x)). 
Subcase (3.4). Assume that [j’, i’] acts infinitely often, and after a certain 
stage, there is a permanent marker on Nj,,i,. In addition, assume that there are 
infinitely many t such that (3~ k E w)[[j’, i’] E Zk,, A Z, is on Pn,k at t]. Assume 
that x #Sj,,i,. Effectively in X, find the least v’ > v such that py:,, = 2, x $ 
{ly:i,, sy:i,, +I;,}, and Y”‘(X) c y:‘(y) for some y i v’. Set h(x) = y. By Diagram 1 
and Diagram 2, x 4 {lj,,i,, s:,,~,, rj,,i,} for t 2 u’. Hence, Y(X) = Y”‘(X). 
Subcase (3.5). Assume that [j’, i’] acts infinitely often, and there is u1 such 
that for t 3 vl, (Vn, k E o)[[j’, i’] E Zk,, 3 Z, is not on P,,k at t]. Clearly, 
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Y(X) = Y”‘(X). Let V’ > v1 be the least stage such that Y”‘(X) E y;‘(y) for some 
ycv’. Set h(x)=y. Cl 
Appendii 
For the sake of completeness of the argument, we prove that Theorem 2 
implies Theorem 1. The result is an easy modification of Goncharov’s result [4]. 
Proof. Let the family Y of r.e. sets and its recursive l-l enumeration Y be 
defined as in Theorem 2. We will encode Y into a rigid recursive model &. Let 
‘8; (Z&) denote the category whose objects are recursive l-l enumerations of 9, 
and whose morphisms are (recursive) reductions or, equivalently, (recursive) 
equivalences of these enumerations. Also, let Rec*(&) (Rec(&)) be the category 
of all recursive models isomorphic to &, whose morphisms are (recursive) 
isomorphisms of models. We will prove that the category %Y$ (%&) is equivalent to 
the category Rec*(z&) (Rec(&)). 
The domain of & is w, and the idea is to use even numbers to encode the sets 
in the family 9, and to use odd numbers to encode the elements of these sets in 
the order in which they are enumerated by Y. More specifically, 
dzf (0; Ed, (Q&o, (<i%.o)> 
where Ed = 20, and Qf and <$, k E co, will be defined to be uniformly recursive 
binary relations. For an enumeration 5 of Y’, let [k E E”“(n) %k E E’(n) - 
r-‘(n)]. Now, Qf 5 2w x (20 + 1) and [Qt(2n, 2(n, k, t) + 1) % k E P’(n)]. A 
successor elation <f ‘ encodes the enumeration process’. If k $ v(n), then 
2n-+2(n, k, 0) + 1 <k”2(n, k, 1) + 1<:2(n, k, 2) + 1~:. . . . 
If k E P’(n), then 
2n <:2(n, k, 0) + 1<:2(n, k, 1) + 1 <e. - . <:2(n, k, t - 1) + 1 
<~2(n,k,t+l)+l<~2(n,k,t+2)+1<$... 
For fixed k, n, t E co, if for some m, Qf(2n, m), 2n <em, or 2(n, k, t) + 1 =$ m, 
then m is unique. Let f be an automorphism of .s!Z. Since Y is l-l and 
[k E v(n) 3 d 1 (3~) Qk(x, y)[x/2n]], f is the identity on E. By the definition of 
(<&BUY f is also the identity on the set of all odd numbers. Hence & is a rigid 
model. Therefore, there is a unique isomorphism between any two models 
isomorphic to &. 
Let us now prove that a recursive model %’ is isomorphic to & if and only if it 
encodes in the previously described manner a recursive l-l enumeration of Y. 
Let h be a recursive l-l enumeration of 9, and let % be the recursive model 
defined using il in the same way & is defined using Y. Let a function h : w --, o be 
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such that Y = Ah. We will give a function II,: m-+ w which establishes a unique 
isomorphism from J& to %. For n, k, t E w, we define: 
I = 2h(n), 
1 
2(+), k t> + I if [k $ -v’(n) A k $ A’(h(n))] or 
(k E Y ‘-l(n) A k E A’-‘(h(n))]; 
~(2(n, k t> + I) = 
2(h(n), k, s> + 1 if k E P’(n), where s is such 
that k E A”‘“(h(n)); 
2(h(n), k, t - 1) + 1 if [k E Cl(n) A k $ A’-‘(h(n))]; 
2(h(n), k, t + 1) + 1 if [k 4 v’(n) A k E A’(h(n))]. 
We have that I = 2w, since h is a permutation on w. Further, 
Qf@, 2(n, k t> + 1) 
e k E P’(n) 
e v(2(n, k, t) + 1) = 2(h(n), k, S) + 1, where k E A”‘“(h(n)) 
e Q,?(@n), N(n, k t> + 1)). 
Now, let k, n E w be such that k E v(n). Assume, for example, that k E vatr(n) 
and k E A”‘“(h(n)), where t <s. Then 
q(2n) = 2h(n) <F + . + <F q(2(n, k, t - 1) + 1) = 2(h(n), k, t - 1) + 1 
<F q(2(n, k, t + 1) + 1) = 2(h(n), k, t) + 1 <z * . . 
<F v(2(n, k, S) + 1) = 2(h(n), k, s - 1) + 1 
<,“~(2(n,k,s+1)+1)=2(h(n),k,s+l)+l<~.... 
The case when t > s is similar. It follows from the definition of r/j that Y and A. are 
recursively equivalent (that is, h is recursive) if and only if ~4 and % are 
recursively isomorphic (that is, w is recursive). 
Conversely, let % be a recursive model and r# an isomorphism from & to %‘. 
Since EC’ is an infinite recursive set, there is a recursive bijection f : w -+ E%. 
Define a function A as follows: 
n(n) = {k: q k (3~) QA yNxlf(n)l>, 
where n E w. A. is a recursive enumeration, since (Qz)keo, is a uniformly recursive 
sequence. Further, for k, n E w: 
k E y(n) e d k (3~) Q.&G y)k/2nl 
e q k (3~) Q&G ~)[xlNn)l. 
Since 7#(2n) E EC’, there is m E w such that f(ln) = q(2n). Thus, 
k E v(n) e +Z k (3~) Q& ~)blf(m)l, 
and, since m =f-‘(14(2n)), we have v(n) = A(f-‘(I)). Hence, A is l-l and k 
enumerates 9, since the restriction of (f-‘r#) to 2w is a bijection to w. 
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Let ~1 be the enumeration of Y constructed in Theorem 1. Let 93 be the 
recursive model which encodes p. Assume that D and Y are as in Theorem 2, and 
define R = 20 dgf (2d: d E D} and X = 2Y. Clearly, R is a recursive relation, and 
X is a A; set which is non-r.e. Since every recursive l-l enumeration of Y is 
recursively equivalent either to Y or p, every recursive model isomorphic to ~4 
is recursively isomorphic either to ~4 or 93. Hence, DgSp,(R) = (0, x}, where 
x = deg(X). Cl 
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